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A I D E  M E M O I R E   

The Gambia Commercial Agriculture and Value Chain Management Project   

IDA Credit No 5399-GM; IDA Grant No H920-GM 

-------- 

Implementation Support Mission and 

Validation of The Gambia Agriculture Engagement Note 

 

May 6-16, 2019 

                                                  

I. INTRODUCTION  

1. The World Bank conducted from May 6 to 16, 2019 the implementation support 

mission of The Gambia Commercial Agriculture and Value Chain Management Project 

(GCAV) combined with workshops to present and discuss the Gambia Agriculture Engagement 

Note. The team was led by Ms. Aifa Fatimata Ndoye Niane, Senior Agriculture Economist, 

Task Team Leader of the GCAV. The mission team included Nicolas Ahouissoussi and Sheu 

Salau (Sr. Agriculture Economists), Mouhamadou Kabir Ndoye (Procurement Specialist), 

Lydia Mesfin Asseres (Operation Officer) and Muhammed Lang Kinteh (Consultant, Program 

Assistant). Fatou Mbacke Dieng (Financial Management Specialist) and Ahmed Fall 

(Environmental Safeguards Specialist) visited The Gambia a few weeks ahead the mission (in 

April 25th and February 26 - March 1st, respectively).  

2. The objectives of the GCAV mission were to: (i) assess progress made towards the 

project’s development objectives and target indicators; (ii) review the financial management 

of the project and government commitment to fully pay all the pending contracts; (iii) discuss 

with the project team the preparation of the implementation completion results report; (iv) 

conduct an ex-post financial and economic assessment of the project as part of the World 

Bank’s final evaluation of the project’s performance and results; (v) agree on the remaining 

actions until the closing of the project; and (vi) discuss with government and other stakeholders 

the draft Agriculture Engagement Note which will guide future dialogue in the sector. 

3. The team is grateful to the Government for their availability and excellent cooperation 

during the mission. The draft Aide Memoire was discussed at the wrap-up meeting on May 15, 

2019, chaired by Mr. Hassan Jallow, the Ministry of Agriculture’s Permanent Secretary. 

 

II. PROJECT DATA AND RATINGS  

 

Table 1: Key Project Data and Ratings 

Project Data USD (millions) 

Original Project Amount 15.92 

Total Disbursement  14.54 

Disbursement in FY2019  100 

Closing Date November 30, 2019 

 

Project Ratings: Previous Current 

PDO  MU MS 

IP  MU MS 
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Component 1: Support for the Development of Irrigation and 

Key Productive Infrastructure 

MS MS 

Component 2: Support to Value Chain Management MS MS 

Component 3: Project Administration and Institution Building MS MS 

Project Management  MS MS 

Procurement  MS MS 

III.  IMPLEMENTATION PROGRESS AND KEY FINDINGS   

Overall project progress  

4. The project is making good progress towards achieving the development objective of 

improving productivity and access to market of targeted agricultural commodities for 

smallholders in the Project Area. This progress is attested by the following achievements: 

1) The rehabilitation of the 2,500 hectares of irrigation schemes has been 

completed and they have been under double cropping since June 2018;   

2) The modernization of 21 women vegetable gardens covering 105 hectares 

provided with a peri-meter fence, borehole and a tank powered with solar energy system 

and equipped with drip irrigation systems has been completed. In terms of land 

certification, all the 21 women vegetable gardens got the transfer certificates from the 

heads of their villages (Alcalo) and districts (chief). Official transfer request through 

land office was made to get the leasing titles that could be used as warranty if need be. 

All the 21 women vegetables gardens are into production and half of them, located in 

the North Bank Region, have benefited from a contract farming with Radville Farms 

Ltd to produce baby corn every two months destined for exports to the EU markets. 

Although the investments made in the vegetable gardens are much higher than the initial 

cost estimates (US$882,590 against US$3,835,528), they are bringing a 

transformational change in gardening with efficient water and labor-saving irrigation 

technologies decreasing women’s irrigation burden and giving them more time to 

devote to off-farm activities and other labor-paid farm activities, working with Radville 

Farms in harvesting and processing horticultural crops. With a net income of 

GMD230,000 (US$4,650) earned from 2.5 hectare of baby corn every two-month, 

vegetable gardens are becoming a good source of income. In total, the 10 gardens 

benefiting from contract farming with Radville Farms have realized a total production 

of 267MT of baby corn providing a total revenue of GMD3,333,713 (US$67,130), 

benefiting 2,055 farmers of which 83% are women. However, the high number of 

women per garden, exceeding 100, makes the level of individual earning still very low 

with about GMD2,000 (US$40) per harvest every two months in addition to what they 

earn from their other traditional vegetable crops. A proper financial and economic 

analysis and an impact study will be conducted to assess the soundness of these 

investments, their reproducibility and sustainability; 

3) The Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) beneficiaries of the project’s 

matching grants are operating, exporting and creating jobs for women, particularly. In 

2018, the Gambia Horticultural Enterprise (GHE) exported 333MT of fresh mango. 

About 40MT of dried mango was exported by GHE and Tropingo, and about 9MT of 

assorted cereal products by Jals Yassin Healthy Foods. A total of 371 persons have been 

employed directly of which 87% women in addition to indirect employment with 175 

out growers for mango. 

4) In terms of finance, in addition to 100% disbursement of the International 

Development Association funding, the Government made a great effort respecting its 
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commitment. This is a strong signal of Government ownership and real interest in the 

project. The Government has made the last disbursement of counterpart funds bringing 

its total contribution to the project to US$1.79 million against an original expected 

contribution of US$0.74 million. This allows the project to resolve the financial gap 

that it has been facing, to fully pay the remaining pending contracts and to fund the 

remaining activities including the project’s completion results report, the impact study 

and the agreed activities of the annual work plan.  

5. Given all these achievements and efforts, the project ratings have been upgraded to 

Moderately Satisfactory both for progress towards the achievement of the PDO and for 

implementation progress. The different components are rated Moderately Satisfactory. 

6. However, some PDO and results indicators are not yet met despite the project 

restructuring approved in November 2017 (see annex 2). A big push is needed to reach the end-

project indicators’ targets through close monitoring and support to the project team for a 

smooth and satisfactory closing. Given this situation, an early project closing is no longer a 

good option. 

Status of components and key issues 

Component 1: Support for the Development of Irrigation and Key Productive 

Infrastructure 

7. The performance of the component remains Moderately Satisfactory. All the 

irrigation infrastructures and equipment have been completed for the 2,500 hectares of tidal 

irrigated rice schemes and for the 21 women vegetable gardens.  

8. However, the water users’ associations (WUA) remain a big challenge as they are still 

not-functioning properly resulting in the rehabilitated canals not being well maintained and 

already fully covered with grass. Only, 12 out of a target of 20 WUAs have been trained and 

strengthened. The mission visited rehabilitated rice schemes and found in Wassu perimeter that 

the gate was facing problems and the WUA is requesting support from the project to solve it. 

In 2018, heavy floods have affected some perimeters making them inaccessible and inapt for 

rice cropping. In addition, lack of labor and equipment for land preparation have delayed the 

start of the dry season production during the last cropping season and even prevented some 

farmers from cropping all their land. This shortage of agricultural machinery that affected rice 

production at country-wide was due to the fact that all available tractors were sealed as part of 

the ex-president assets while waiting for the court conclusion. Rice producers were depending 

on machineries from Senegal which were also delayed in providing services. All these 

constraints decreased the cropped areas and compromised the rice production which decreased 

drastically from 25,240MT in 2017 to 15,786MT in 2018 against a project target of 34,000MT. 

The yield decreased from 5.09MT/ha in 2017 to 4.5MT/ha in 2018 but remains over the target 

of 4MT/ha. Consequently, while the project achieved the target of increased production in 

2017, that is not the case in 2018. To address these problems and preserve upcoming rainy 

season cropping, the mission recommended to the project team to work with the water and land 

department to remobilize the WUAs through sensitization and training program to reengage on 

the maintenance of the canals by conducting urgent collective weeding and cleaning operations. 

The enterprise which made the rehabilitation has been contacted to do an assessment of the 

gate problems and to propose urgent solution to address it with the contribution of the WUAs. 

Agricultural machinery provided to agricultural cooperatives and producers groups by two on-

going donors-funded projects will help to resolve the shortage while waiting the court decision.  
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9. Vegetable gardens are facing water deficits constraining women from fully cropping 

the 5 hectares available. This deficit is probably due to an inadequate management of the 

irrigation system even though 140 women and 4 men have been trained. The mission met and 

discussed with the enterprises-contractors and agreed with them to conduct an assessment and 

propose solutions including training as women still need additional capacity building in 

managing the drip system technologies in terms of scheduling daily the irrigation over plots 

and time. The team has advised the project team to keep consulting with Radville Farms and 

Gai Farm to strengthen existing agreements and to negotiate diversification into other high 

value crops and get contracts for the remaining women vegetable gardens located in the North 

Bank Region. 

10. Technical support from advisory services of the Direction of Agriculture (DOA) and 

other private extensions agents from producers’ organizations such as  Radville Farms would 

be important both for vegetables gardens and rice perimeters, as producers still require such 

support. The project is urged to complete the training plan to reach the end-project target and 

give more capacity to farmers to improve their cropping systems. Particularly, training in 

Intensive Rice Production System (SRI) for rice producers and training in drip irrigation 

management and entrepreneurial management and marketing skill for women, are 

recommended to meet the target of 500 trained (400 done so far). 

Component 2: Support to Value Chain Management 

11. The performance of the component is still rated Moderately Satisfactory. For the two 

SME beneficiaries of matching grants, while GHE is operating well, Tropingo is facing some 

challenges to get the organic certification to be able to export in the European market in line 

with their business plan. Tropingo’s dried processed mango of last year has been partially 

exported to Nigeria with many difficulties related to sea and road freight. A stock of dried 

mango is still waiting for certification and other market opportunities. 

12. A rice milling unit has been rehabilitated but it is not used by producers as it should be. 

The mission team wished to meet with the producer organization operating the mill but did not 

find the leader in the field. The mission recommended that the project team should meet with 

this organization, the regional agricultural directorate and rice producers to assess the situation 

and propose solutions to address it and ensure that the investment made to rehabilitate the mill 

is not lost and contributes to improving the quality of local rice commercialized to meet 

consumers requirements and better compete with imported rice.  

Component 3: Project Administration and Institution Building 

13. The performance of the component remains Moderately Satisfactory. Project 

implementation is still challenged by the high turnover of the coordinators of the CPCU. Less 

than one year from project closing, the coordinator has been changed again. The M&E 

specialist is the acting coordinator and his confirmation (or designation of a new coordinator) 

needs to be done for a better focus on the coordination and management of the project for the 

achievement of the end-project targets. These cumulative functions affected the M&E system 

with delay in updating the new results framework resulting from the project restructuring. The 

project team needs to be remobilized through a strong leadership of the coordinator for the 

implementation of the last remaining activities and to ensure a satisfactory closing by meeting 

all the end project indicators targets. 

14. The mission discussed with the project team the preparation of the Government’s 

completion results report and a plan for its preparation has been agreed upon. The mission 

informed the project team about the upcoming financial and economic assessment that a FAO 

consultant will conduct over the coming weeks and requested the PCU to support him during 
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his field mission, to make all useful documents available and to plan field visits to collect 

required data. 

Procurement 

15. The mission reviewed the procurement plan of the project consisting of 25 activities 

and noted that most of the contracts have been awarded and their implementation completed. 

Few delays were noted. The contracts for the annual audit of the project awarded to DT 

Associates is still ongoing (78% of implementation) and it is proposed that an addendum be 

signed with the firm to complete the final year of audit (2019). An action plan will be prepared 

by the project for its implementation. As the activity is a post review, the addendum will be 

only submitted for the technical clearance of the World Bank. Regarding the contract for the 

revitalization of the cooperative awarded to Daniyako Company, it was signed on October 18, 

2017 for 45 days but is still under implementation (about 60% implemented). The draft report 

has been submitted to the Ministry of Agriculture and waiting for the national validation.  With 

the turnover of the staff of the Ministry, a close follow up of the report review needs to be done 

by the project to avoid additional delay. The procurement performance of the project is 

Moderately Satisfactory while the risk is Substantial.  

Financial Management 

16. The overall financial management performance of the project has improved to 

Satisfactory because all unfunded commitments will now be paid through government own 

funds which were transferred into the project’s account. The financial gap has been covered. 

The mission has also noted some improvements in budget management and in the quality of 

supporting documents in respect of all expenditures. A proper cash book and supporting 

documents have been kept. However, the interim un-audited financial reports (IFRs) have not 

been submitted on time and there are still some improvement points related to the overall 

quality. A budget execution table and the expenses budgeted for the next semester should be 

included to make it satisfactory per the World Bank Standards. The external auditor has issued 

an unqualified (clean) opinion on the 2017 Financial Statements, but highlighted an 

overpayment and an unidentified debit of the project account by the Central Bank, for 

respectively 1,303.78 USD and 32,000 GMD. At the time of the mission, despite letters sent to 

the Central Bank by the CPCU the situation was not yet regularized.  

17. The mission team recommended the project team to (i) submit on time the IFRs with 

all relevant documents; (ii) submit the 2018 audit report no later than June 30th, 2019; and (iii) 

regularize with the Central Bank the unauthorized debits. 

Environmental Safeguards 

18. The mission conducted in March 2019 focused on reviewing the environmental and 

social (E&S) audit report, visiting some vegetable gardens sites (Kampant, Kappa, Buniadu 

and Pirang) and discussing with key stakeholders including the project team, the National 

Environmental Agency (NEA), etc. The mission has found that the E&S compliance plan 

proposed during the mid-term review (MTR) mission to address the E&S shortcomings was 

not implemented. Moreover, because of budget constraint, the project team failed to recruit a 

part-time or a short-term expert to address the non-compliance with E&S safeguards and make 

appropriate recommendations to remedy the shortcomings as recommended by the MTR 

report. 

19. Consequently, the main findings during the field visit in the vegetable gardens were 

consistent with those in the E&S audit report: lack of appropriate training, no public awareness 

on the environmental friendly use of chemical pesticide, no personal protective equipment to 

the farmers, wastage of water from tank overflow, no ground water monitoring, lack of support 
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to NEA in order to enable it to conduct frequent site visits and monitoring of all project 

interventions to advise on potential E&S safeguards related impacts, etc.  

20. Based on the above-mentioned shortcomings, the implementation of the environmental 

safeguard measures is rated Moderately Unsatisfactorily (MU). 

21. The mission recommended to finalize the review of the E&S audit report so the CPCU 

can formally submit it to the NEA for review and validation by the Environmental Impact 

Assessment (EIA) technical working group to ensure E&S concerns are adequately addressed. 

This is in line with the Gambian National Environment Management Act, 1994 and EIA 

Regulations 2014. Once reviewed and validated by NEA & EIA Working Group, an 

endorsement/approval will be granted, and actions can be taken to fix the E&S shortcomings.  

Dissemination of the Gambia Agriculture Engagement Note 

22. The second part of the mission related to the validation of the Agriculture Engagement 

Note, which was carried out through four focus-groups to make the discussion open and 

constructive. The four focus-groups or audiences included: (i) the Ministry of Agriculture, 

CPCU team and the managing directors. It was opened by the Minister of Agriculture and 

chaired by the Permanent Secretary; (ii)  leaders of producers’ organizations; (iii) technical and 

financial partners; and (iv) private sector representatives involved in agribusiness.  The note 

was positively appreciated by the different audiences finding it informative and targeting the 

right country priorities. Relevant comments and suggestions were made to further emphasize : 

(i) the livestock sector and particularly, small ruminants given their importance in the sector 

and as a source of income for women - even used as a criterion for poverty assessment; (ii) 

private extension services from producers’ organizations, NGOs and others to complement 

limited public extension services; (iii) holistic approach when building climate-smart 

agriculture; (iv) food safety and quality control particularly for agricultural products consumed 

in the domestic market given the public health implication (case of aflatoxin on groundnut but 

also on maize) rather than focusing only on exported products to international market; (v) 

storage and agro-processing facilities for better conservation and marketing of horticultural 

products, in particular; (vi) the need to have reliable agricultural statistics and an early warning 

system for producers; and (vii) a strong mechanism led by the Ministry of Agriculture for better 

coordination of development partners’ interventions. On the policy reform agenda, the Ministry 

of Agriculture recognized its necessity, arguing that in 2018, US$7 million were spent in 

fertilizer and groundnut price subsidy alone. 

IV. NEXT STEPS AND AGREED ACTIONS  

23. The actions agreed with the project team during this mission are summarized in table 2 

with the responsible party and deadline. The implementation of these agreed actions would 

help closing smoothly and satisfactorily the project. Table 3 presents the previous mission’s 

agreed actions of which most have been implemented. The financial and economic analysis 

will be conducted by an FAO consultant starting May 21st, 2019. The government’s project 

completion report is expected by the end of September 2019. The next and final implementation 

support mission is scheduled for early November 2019.  
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Table 2: Summary of Agreed Actions 

Action Responsible Due Date Status 

1. Recruitment of consultant for the 

Government implementation completion 

results report and the impact study 

CPCU June 30, 2019 ToR to be 

prepared and 

shared with WB 

team for 

approval. 

2. Preparation and finalization of the 

Government implementation completion 

results report and impact study 

CPCU September 30, 

2019 

 

3. Undertake massive advocacy campaign 

and sensitization of WUA on the consistent 

maintenance (cleaning or weeding) of the 

rehabilitated canals  

CPCU 

SWMS 

DCD 

July 31, 2019  

4. Support WUA to repair damaged main 

gate/bridge to avoid last year flooding  

CPCU 

SWMS 

DCD 

June 30, 2019  

5. Undertake an independent assessment of 

actual capacity of solar equipment and 

explore options for addressing water use 

constraints and improving water 

management through targeted technical 

support to women vegetable garden (daily 

irrigation schedule) 

CPCU 

HTS 

June 30, 2019  

6. Continuous consultation with Radville 

Farms and Gai Farm to strengthen 

agreements, negotiate diversification into 

high value crops and get contract for 

remaining women vegetable gardens 

CPCU  

HTS 

June 30, 2019 Rad Ville is 

looking for 

strategy to 

contract with 

those remoted 

women vegetable 

gardens despite 

river crossing 

constraint 

7. Build marketing partnership arrangement 

between the gardens and the Gambia 

Hotel Association  

CPCU 

HTS 

September 30, 

2018 

An initial 

discussion to 

introduce the 

partnership to the 

Gambia Hotel 

Association has 

started  

8. Capacity building of women vegetables 

producers in management skills - business 

planning, financial management, 

marketing, savings management, contract 

negotiation and review 

CPCU July 30, 2019  

9. Conduct SRI training for at least 100 rice 

producers to meet the target 

CPCU 

DOA 

 

July 31, 2019  

 

10. Close monitoring of rice and vegetable 

production to update the results 

framework and get the end project targets 

CPCU October 30, 

2019 

 

11. Completion of the land transfer process 

for women groups’ vegetable gardens  

CPCU August 31, 

2019 
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12. Produce a sensitization report on the 

creation and operation of revolving funds 

or other financial mechanisms used by 

project beneficiaries to facilitate 

procurement and access to inputs (seeds, 

fertilizer) 

CPCU 

HST 

ABS 

June 30, 2019  

13. Develop guidelines and templates for a one 

stop shop for agricultural investments  

CPCU 

GIEPA 

June 30, 2019 The delay was 

due to the 

resignation of the 

Focal Person at 

the Agency 

(GIEPA).  

14. Strengthen advisory services to meet 

offtake produce quality and target, and link 

beneficiaries to source(s) of quality seed 

CPCU 

NSS 

June 30, 2019  

15. Develop a transition plan to hand over 

management of gardens and rice field to 

DoA 

CPCU September201

9 

 

16. Monitoring the maintenance services 

contract between contractors and women’s 

vegetable gardens 

CPCU November201

9 

On-going 

17. Finalize the review of the 

environmental and social audit report 

and to ensure that the concerns raised 

with regards to compliance with the 

project’s environmental and social 

safeguards are adequately addressed 

through: appropriate training, public 

awareness on the environmental 

friendly use of chemical pesticide,  

personal protective equipment to the 

farmers, reduction of wastage of water 

from tank overflow, ground water 

monitoring, support to the National 

Environmental Agency to conduct site 

visits and monitoring)  

CPCU September 

2019 

 

 

Table 3: Status of Agreements from the previous aide-mémoire  

 
Sr. 

No 

Action Responsible Due Date Status 

1 Recruit consultant for 

the environmental audit 

CPCU September 

5, 2018 

Done  

2 Completion of the 

environmental and 

social audit 

CPCU October 

25, 2018 

Done  

3 Adoption of the 

environmental and 

social mitigation plan 

CPCU/NEA November 

5, 2018 

Ongoing, adopted and 

implementation is in progress 
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4 Engage discussions with 

the Gambia Hotel 

Association to explore 

partnership with the 

vegetable gardens and 

report on outcome 

CPCU/HTS September 

10, 2018 

Done as the project has 

already facilitated the 

establishment of production 

and market linkages between 

RADVILLE Farms and Gai 

Enterprise. The Gambia Hotel 

Association is somehow 

limited to conducting 

advocacy and lobbying role. 

However, with regard to the 

latter, CPCU will continue to 

engage the Gambia Hotel 

Association 

5 Produce a sensitization 

report on the creation 

and operations of 

revolving funds or other 

financial mechanisms 

used by project 

beneficiaries to facilitate 

procurement and access 

to inputs (seeds, 

fertilizer) 

CPCU/HST/DCD September 

30, 2018 

Not yet done 

6 Produce an interim 

progress report of the 

capacity building 

activities benefiting rice 

and vegetable producers. 

CPCU/SWMS/Lands  September 

10, 2018 

Done, vegetable producers 

i.e. three members from each 

of the 21 gardens were trained 

on the method of 

operationalizing and 

maintenance of the dripline 

irrigation systems.   

Equally, Rice producers 

were also train on the 

application of lime and 

phosphor-gypsium 

application method 

7 Develop guidelines and 

templates for a one stop 

shop for agricultural 

investments  

CPCU &GIEPA November 

31, 2018 

CPCU will Liaise with 

GIEPA and work on it.  

8 Prepare an update M&E 

plan including data 

collection methods for 

the revised Results 

Framework of the 

restructured project   

CPCU July 31, 

2018 

Done - Following the 

dropping of some indicators, 

M&E plan matrix has been 

revised  

Percentage completed 62.5%  
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Annexes 

 

Annex 1: List of officials met and composition of WB team 

 

FULL NAME DESIGNATION INSTITUTION TEL.  EMAIL ADDRESS  

Hon Amie 

Fabureh 

Hon Minister  Ministry of 

Agriculture 

(MOA)  

  

Mod Secka Permanent 

Secretary 

Ministry of 

Finance and 

Economic Affairs 

(MoFEA) 

  

Hassan Jallow Permanent 

Secretary  

MoA  9923084 hmjallow@gmail.com 

Lamin 

Camara 

Permanent 

Secretary  

MoA  7799346 dambelkoto1@gmail.com 

Abdoulie 

Touray 

Acting Project 

Coordinator 

CPCU/GCAV 7431591 Laye20002001@yahoo.com 

Molpha 

Sanyang 

Procurement 

Officer 

CPCU/GCAV 3971756 molpha.sanyang@gmail.com 

Bakary O. 

Camara 

Assistant M&E                   CPCU/GCAV 6564308 baksca@yahoo.com 

Sarjo Marenah Financial 

controller  

CPCU  9986715 Smarenah75@gmail.com 

Molipha 

Darboe 

Accountant  CPCU/GCAV  9966765 darboe.molipha@yahoo.com  

Modou Sowe M&E CPCU 9969931 mswsowe@gmail.com 

Momodou 

Wone 

Contractor  Solar 23   

Ebrima sallah Internal Auditor  CPCU  9914648 sallbrima@gmail.com  

Reynold 

Carroll 

Consultant RC 

ENGINEERIN

G  

9909434 reycarrol@gmail.com 

Mamour Sey Farm Marger  Radville Farms  7760314 mamoursey@yahoo.com  

 Président  Alkali Kunda 

Garden  

  

Sally Badjie Secretary  Kampant  garden    

Ramatoulie 

Ceesay 

President   Kampant Garden    

Kaddy Bojang President  Mayork Garden     

Abdoulie 

Sillah 

Farmer (WUA) Wassu Rice Field  3390828  

Malick  Nyang Farmer (WUA) Wassu Rice Field  9755439  

 Farmer (WUA)  Jahally Rice Field    

Lamin 

Saidyleigh 

Senior Agric 

Officer  

RAD – Sapu  6174928  

Abdou Ceesay Director General  DLS  2341040 Abdousungie2002@yahoo.co

m 

Ansumana 

Jarju 

Director General  NARI 9935282 Akjarju2013@gmail.com  

Demba Jallow Director General  GLMA   demsondoe@yahoo.co.uk  

Kebba L. Jarju Director  FASDEP Project  9964392 kljarju@gmail.com  

Momar Taal CEO Tropingo Foods  7222202  

mailto:hmjallow@gmail.com
mailto:Laye20002001@yahoo.com
mailto:molpha.sanyang@gmail.com
mailto:Smarenah75@gmail.com
mailto:darboe.molipha@yahoo.com
mailto:mswsowe@gmail.com
mailto:sallbrima@gmail.com
mailto:reycarrol@gmail.com
mailto:mamoursey@yahoo.com
mailto:Abdousungie2002@yahoo.com
mailto:Abdousungie2002@yahoo.com
mailto:Akjarju2013@gmail.com
mailto:demsondoe@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:kljarju@gmail.com
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Famara Sayang Project Director  AVCDP 9963810 fbsanyang@gmail.com  

Darrel 

Sextone 

Programme 

Manager 

EU Delegation  Darrel.sextone@eeas.europa.

eu 

Sirra Njai 

Sanyang 

Programme 

Officer 

FAO   Sirra.njai@fao.org 

Jose del 

Palacio 

Tamarit 

Charge d’affaires Spanish Embassy  Jose.delpalacio@maec.es 

Anta kah 

Janneh 

Programme 

Officer 

WFP  Anta.kahjanneh@wfp.org 

Abdoulie 

Janneh 

National 

Economist 

UNDP  Abdoulie.janneh@undp.org 

Samuel Sarre Economic/Comm 

Specialist 

U.S. Embassy   sarresj@state.gov 

Aifa Fatimata 

Ndoye Niane 

Sr Agriculture 

Economist 

World Bank +221338

5941

42 

andoye@worldbank.org 

Nicolas 

Ahouissoussi 

Sr Agriculture 

Economist 

World Bank  nahouissoussi@worldbank.or

g 

Sheu Salau Sr Agriculture 

Economists 

World Bank  ssalau@worldbank.org 

Mouhamado

u Kabir 

Ndoye 

Procurement 

Specialist 

World Bank  mndoye@worldbank.org 

Lydia Mesfin 

Asseres 

Operation Officer World Bank  lasseres@worldbank.org 

Muhammed 

Lang Kinteh 

      Consultant,  

      Program Assistant 

World Bank  mkinteh@worldbank.org 

Ousman 

Gajigo 

Consultant N/A  Ousman_g@yahoo.com 

EbrimaSallah Internal Auditor CPCU  sallbrima@gmail.com 

Momodou A. 

Ceesay 

Managing 

Director 

Gambia 

Horticultural 
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Annex 2: Results Framework  

Updated Results Framework as at 23-May-2019 

PDO Indicators by Objectives / Outcomes 

To increased total production of targeted crops 

►Increase in production of targeted commodities due to the project (rice) (Metric ton, Custom) 

  Baseline   Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 30,424.00 15,786.00 46,000.00 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Increase in production of targeted commodities due to the project (vegetables) (Metric ton, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 44.2 1203 2,000.00 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

28-Jun-18 23-May-19  29-Nov-

2019 

Output per unit area has increased for the targeted crops; i.e., rice and vegetables 

►Increase in yield of rice (Metric ton, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value     2 4.7 4.6 4 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

31-May-

18 

23-May-19  29-Nov-

2019 

►Increase in yield of vegetables (Metric ton, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value 6 9.4 20 15 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

31-May-

18 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

To improve market access for smallholders producing the targeted commodities 

►Increase in volume of market sales of target commodities by selected producer organizations 

supported by the project 

(Metric ton, Custom)         

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 85 3,201 10,800.00 

Date  1-Jan-14  12-Feb-

2018  

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Increase of volume of market sales by rice producers (beneficiaries of the project) (Metric ton, 

Custom Breakdown) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 6,500.00 2,500.00 9,200.00 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

 31-Oct-

2017  

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Increase of volume of market sales by vegetable producers (beneficiaries of the project) (Metric ton, 

Custom Breakdown) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  300 400 490 1,600.00 
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Date  27-Oct-

17 

29-Jun-18 23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Share of production of targeted commodities marketed by participating producers (Percentage, 

Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 30 24 22.5 

Date  1-Jan-14 29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

To benefit farmers living in the project area 

►Direct project beneficiaries including household members (Number, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 24,990.00 28,532.00 40,000.00 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19  29-Nov-

2019 

Comments: Direct beneficiaries are people or groups who 

directly derive benefits from an intervention (i.e., 

children who benefit from an immunization 

program; families that have a new piped water 

connection). Please note proportion of the direct 

project beneficiaries are female. This indicator is 

calculated as a percentage. 

►Male producers of rice (Number, Custom Breakdown) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 5,655 8,662 2,500 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

 31-Jul-

2018  

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Female rice producers (Number, Custom Breakdown) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value 0 5,395.00 9,870.00 2,500.00 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

31-Jul-18 23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Female vegetable producers (Number, Custom Breakdown) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  225 3,480.00 8,779.00 4,000.00 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

 31-Jul-

2018  

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Female beneficiaries (Percentage, Custom Supplement) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value 0 57 65 70 

      23-May-19 30-May-

19 

Intermediate Results Indicators by Components 

Component 1: Support for development of irrigation and key productivie infrastructure 

►Area with improved irrigation and drainage services planned by the project (Hectare(Ha), Custom) 

Rice  
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  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value (Rice) 0 2,500.00 2,500.00 2,500.00 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

30-Jul-18 23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value (Veg) 0 26.50 105.00 100.00 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

30-Jul-18 23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Operational water user associations created and/or strengthened (number) (Number, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 12 12 15 

Date 1-Jan-14 29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Network of water users associations created (Number, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value 0 0 3 2 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

 29-Dec-

2017  

23-May-19  29-Nov-

2019 

►Project beneficiary farmers using improved varieties of rice and vegetables (Number, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 4,913.00 6,275.00 9,000.00 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

 29-Dec-

2017  

23-May-19  29-Nov-

2019 

►Farmers trained in good agricultural practices (including System of Rice Intensification techniques) 

(Number, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 793 3,450 6,000.00 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

Component 2: Support to value chain management 

►Number of processing and marketing facilities constructed/rehabilitated (Number, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 2 2 3 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

29-Dec-

17 

29-Dec-17 29-Nov-

19 

►Number of FBOs/Coops/SMEs/WUAs benefiting from capacity building from the project (Number, 

Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 6 43 20 

Date  1-Jan-14 29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 
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►Number of female members of producer groups, cooperatives, and WUAs benefiting from capacity 

building from the project (Number, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 141 207 2,000.00 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Number of Productive Partnerships created (Number, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 2 21 5 

Date  1-Jan-14 29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Number of entrepreneurs trained in management skills - biz planning, financial management, 

marketing, disaggregated by value chain (Number, Custom)   

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 176 400 200 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Share of production sold to agribusinesses involved in the project (Percentage, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value 0 0 61 20 

Date  1-Jan-14  29-Dec-

2017  

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Value of incremental sales (collected at farm level) by project beneficiaries (Amount(USD), 

Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value   0 312,000.0

0 

156,776.75 200,000.0

0 

Date  1-Jan-14 29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Number of public-private investment policy dialogue organized through the project (Number, 

Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 4 6 4 

Date  1-Jan-14 29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Volume of mango fruits processed (Metric 

ton, Custom) 

        

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 2,100.00 1,800.00 3,500.00 

Date  31-Oct-

16 

31-Jan-18 23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

Component 3: Project Administration and Institution Building 

►Periodic progress reports and IFRs produced and submitted timely (Percentage, Custom) 
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  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 100 80 100 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Level of implementation of annual workplan and budget (Percentage, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 75 98 100 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

 29-Dec-

2017 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Disbursement of IDA funds (Percentage, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 91 100 100 

Date  1-Oct-13 29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Monitoring and evaluation system with 

database functional (Yes/No, Custom) 

        

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  No  Yes  Yes  Yes 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

29-Dec-

17 

23-May-19  29-Nov-

2019 

►Percent of subprojects implemented in conformity with project safeguards frameworks (Percentage, 

Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value  0 70 75 100 

Date  30-Jun-

14 

 29-Dec-

2017  

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 

►Percentage of procurement activities executed in conformity with the timing of the procurement plan 

(Percentage, Custom) 

  Baseline  Actual 

(Previous)  

Actual 

(Current) 

End 

Target   

Value 0 70 75 80 

Date  29-Aug-

2014  

25-May-

18 

23-May-19 29-Nov-

19 
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Annex 3: Procurement plan for the Project Completion Report (PCR)                                                               

NO. ACTIVITY TIME 

1 Preparation and clearance of the TOR 15th July  – 30th July  2019 

2  Request for CVs 1st July – 15th July 2019 

3 Evaluation/Submission & Bank No Objection 15 July – 25th July 2019 

4 Negotiation & Minute of the Negotiations 26th  July - 28th July 2019 

5 Draft Contract & Contract Signature 28st July – 30th July 2019 

6 Draft PCR & Final Report 1st Sept.  – 31st Oct.   2019 

 

 


